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28 Harvison Street, East Mackay, Qld 4740

Bedrooms: 3 Bathrooms: 1 Parkings: 3 Area: 792 m2 Type: House
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By Negotiation

Sitting proud on a little over 790m2 this character filled cottage positioned within East Mackay is certainly a classic with a

modern twist. All of the hard work has been done on this little beauty to ensure its longevity well into the future, plus

boasting a new shed we're sure you're going to love this one. And only mere stroll to Mackay's stunning Town Beach this

home offers the lifestyle you've always dreamt of without compromising on convenience, being so close to the Mackay

CBD.  Stepping inside you'll instantly appreciate the character of this home as you're welcomed into the sunbathed entry

with deco glass louvres, only emphasizing the charm of this home. The layout is nothing short of functional with two

separate living spaces including an open plan living area compiling the kitchen, dining and informal lounge space, then

leading down to another separate loungeroom. The renovated kitchen features subtle details appreciative of the homes

era through the cabinetry but completed with a modern all white finish, stone benchtops and fish scale tile splashback.

Leading off the living area you'll find the homes three bedrooms away from the busier spaces, all which are generously

sized and have built-in-robes. There is also a study which would be the perfect work from home space or could work as a

forth bedroom, depending on your needs. At the rear of the home, you'll find the renovated bathroom with a functional

layout including a double vanity. And not to forget this home is air conditioned throughout, helping to keep you cool year

round.  Stepping outside from the lower loungeroom onto the rear patio is an ideal spot to enjoy with company or kick

back and relax any time of day overlooking your low maintenance backyard. The new powered shed is another jewel of

this home measuring 9m x 4m and 2.3m high clearance, plus with full concrete driveway rear access to the property from

Scanlan Street. And you'll just love this homes positioning not only being so close to the beach but multiple primary and

high schools are within walking distance, Coles or Woolies barely 5 minutes away and the Mackay CBD no further.

Combining the homes features and positioning enables this property to create an ideal lifestyle opportunity for someone

wanting a character home close to the beach. With all the hard work done for you and an endless list of features across

the home, 28 Harvison Street is sure to impress a multitude of wants and needs.  Disclaimer:The Agent does not give any

warranty as to errors or omissions, if any, in these particulars, the provided information from the Vendor can be deemed

reliable but not accurate. Any persons interested in the property should conduct their own research.


